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New Chairs

Island Trails has a real friend in Tom Langille. He 
built and then carried in and installed these chairs 
on two different trails. The top set is located at the 
end of trail on the Boughton River Trail and the 
bottom set is located on the North Loop of the 
Dromore Woodland Trail.  Tom, we all appreciate 
what you have done. 

Thank you very much!
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President’s View    
  
Great to be able to send out another newsletter. Island Trails remains on 
active mode with our lights on bright and heading straight ahead. We 
are motivated by our essential workers and our desire to offer the best 
Trail experience possible.
 
Ongoing activities include regular maintenance and completing the final 
stages of the Island Walk. Soon, in the first part of September, we will 
start our Dromore boardwalk project; keep an ear open for our call for 
volunteers. Sara Deveau, with help from the Membership Committee, is 
planning a Three Trail Challenge in October; watch our social media 

posts for updates. Recently Cathy Schaap and Mike Salter attended an online Trails-based Risk 
Management workshop presented by the Canadian Trail Federation. Thanks to them for their 
participation and look forward to the implementation of some of the knowledge gained for the benefit 
of our hikers. 

Island Trails is increasingly being recognized as a go-to resource regarding trail improvement and trail 
building. Additionally, trail organizations without their own maintenance teams are requesting our 
assistance. Consideration must be given on how to best address the numerous requests and it is going to 
be a challenge to come up with an appropriate response mechanism going forward. 

We will be holding our Annual General Meeting at 7 pm on the 30th of September, 2020 at the 
Emerald Community Centre, 1910 Nodd 
Road in Emerald.  Attendance is limited due 
to COVID-19 restrictions and all attendees 
are required to pre-register by emailing 
info@islandtrails.ca. Attendees are 
requested to wear protective masks. Please 
plan to attend. We need your voices and 
more importantly your participation. 

In the mean time Happy Trails and be well. 

Greg McKee 
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A different kind of flight 

With many craft beers available from all the wonderful microbreweries on the Island, most of us are 
now familiar with a "flight" – small samples of diverse and interesting brewed offerings. Similarly, an 
interesting and eclectic sampling might be the best way to think about Island Trails’ existing woodland 
trails when compared to the new 700 km Island Walk.
 
Island Trails is well-known on the Island for its Destination Trails. 
Spanning the Island from east to west, north to south, these eight 
trails have allowed Islanders and visitors alike to get a glimpse 
of some unique habitats on safe, well-mapped and maintained 
routes. They follow a range of terrains from a wild and often 
wind-blown coastal shore, along rivers, past marshy ponds and 
through ravines, hills and forests. Each trail is long enough to 
achieve a sense of escape while still being easily accomplished 
in a morning or afternoon. For over twenty five years, Island 
Trails has developed, maintained and promoted these trails to 
encourage enjoying and appreciating the natural beauty of the Island.

The Island Walk, the latest brainstorm of Island Trails, was piloted last Fall by several experienced 
walkers who had been involved with Island Trails for many 
years. The Island Walk circumnavigates the Island on the 
Confederation Trail, red clay roads, quiet secondary roads, 
over rivers and streams, and across stretches of beach with 
stunning water views. The Island Walk caters to those looking 
for a longer walking experience in a serene, rural environment. 
Since the fall the Island Trails Board continued to work behind 
the scenes with wonderful support from the provincial and 
federal government, creating The Island Walk’s beautiful new 
website with maps, itineraries and much more. 

Like flights at your local microbrewery, the Destination Trails offer a ‘sampler’ of The Island Walk. For 
those who fell in love with the Bonshaw Hills Trail, the Black Marsh Trail at North Cape, the river views 
along the Boughton, or the feeling of being alone in the world at Gairloch and Dromore, there is now a 
way for them to get more of that feeling, way more. So whether you would like to walk The Island Walk 
for a day, a week or a month, those beautiful vistas and shady trails that captured you during your time 
on the Destinations Trails are waiting for you. You may ‘come back different’ but we know you will 
come back. 

Theresa Redmond 
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Lessons from the Trail

Nora Wotton likes to hike.  While on the trail, she’s learned some 
lessons about hiking, and about life.

I’ve learned lots of lessons from the trails that I’ll share in this column 
in coming newsletters.  They won’t be in any particular order except 
for this first, most important lesson - Take Care of your Feet! Taking 
care of your feet starts with buying hiking shoes or boots that fit you 
well.  I won’t bother telling you which brand of boot I like to wear, 
because what I wear shouldn’t affect what you choose.  I buy what 
fits my feet, and that changes every time I go boot shopping - styles 
change slightly, so the boot that I loved last time might pinch 
somewhere in the new version. I always ask if I can return the boots 
after I’ve had the chance to wear them indoors for an hour or so - it’s 
amazing how a boot that felt good at first, can create a hotspot on 
my foot after wearing it around the house for 20 minutes.
 

I also believe that good hiking socks are important for keeping your feet happy.  I wear Smartwool or 
Darn Tough hiking socks which are designed to keep your feet dry and prevent friction which will lead 
to blisters. I’ve had lots of trouble with blisters, so before donning my socks, I put an anti-friction cream 
like Skin Glide on the parts of my feet that are prone to blisters, and I’ve learned that one of my toes 
requires the protection of a silicone tube that I found at the pharmacy. Have a look at the foot care 
section of your pharmacy to see the wide range of products available to help prevent and/or deal with 
blisters. Once I’ve decided to keep my boots, I try to gradually break them in, starting with short walks 
and building to longer, hillier hikes. If I get a hotspot (burning sensation) on my foot, I stop walking and 
deal with it - using bandaids, creams, tapes, or whatever might work (I keep a supply in my daypack). 

A wise friend once told me that on long hikes, he stops every hour and a half or so, takes off his boots 
and socks, lets his feet rest and dry out, and puts on 
fresh socks before starting out again - a habit I’ve used 
on my long hikes- I recommend you try it.

I’ve learned from bitter experience that even if I’m only 
a kilometre away from the end of the trail and I’m tired 
and hungry and grouchy and hot, I have to stop and 
deal with the hotspot as it will make me pay if I don’t. 

In terms of a life lesson, I think this is an important one - 
take care of your feet, and they’ll take care of you.  It’s 
worth spending money to have footwear that you feel 
good in whatever you’re doing at home, work, or play.

Nora Wotton
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A Beach Walk to East Point
June 25, 2020

When we completed our Island Walk in October, 2019, one of our favorite walks was our beach walk 
to East Point, PEI along the Northside beach.  Beach walks are always special - sand dunes, marram 
grass, and ocean waves crashing at your feet. The Northside beach is especially attractive because it 
leads to the lighthouse on the far eastern tip of PEI, and it doesn't get much attention from Islanders or 

visitors when they are here in the 
summer.  Here's what the route 
looks like:

https://retrace.mobi/v/jfe36348

This lack of attention may be due 
in part to the remote location of 
the beach, but it's also because 
the beach isn't easy to access.  
All beaches on PEI are open to 
the public, but that doesn't mean 
they are easy to get to.  
Northside beach runs from North 
Lake to East Point - about 8 km.  
However, there are several 
headlands between North Lake 
and the East Lake run that make 
walking along the beach at high 

tide a bit of a challenge.  From East Lake run to 
East Point there are fewer headlands making it 
a very pleasant walk at high tide and even 
more appealing at low tide.  We hit it just right 
when we were walking in October - low tide 
and a lovely walk along the sandy beach.  The 
problem was, we couldn't find a public access 
point.  We managed to get permission from a 
local land owner to let us cross his property (up 
his driveway, and through his backyard).  That 
isn't very practical for someone who doesn't 
have the local contacts we have to get that kind 
of permission.

https://theislandwalk.blogspot.com/2020/06/a-beach-walk-to-east-point.html?m=1
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In April, 2020, I set about to find another access point to the beach that would be readily accessible to 
anyone who wanted to do the walk.  I first explored a couple of fields across from the wind farm that's 

on the south side of the Northside Road (Rte 16).  
They were promising, but I discovered two 
problems.  One was that the fields ended in a 
twenty-foot drop to the ocean at the beach - not 
much fun if you're carrying a backpack and 
wearing hiking boots.  The other problem was the 
field was wet and covered in slush and in April - I 
broke through at one spot and managed to get 
not one, but two soakers - right up to my knees!  
Another spot closer to North Lake had great 
beach access, but it was right beside another 
private home.

I decided to check out some other spots that were 
closer to East Point.  Then I noticed that East Lake, 

which is about half way between North Lake and East Point, has a little stream that runs out to the 
beach (East Lake Creek).  If it was accessible, I could walk along the creek to get to the beach.

I was in luck.  There is a path that runs along the 
East Lake Creek - unfortunately, it's on the west 
side of the creek, so you need to cross the creek 
to get to the Northside beach.  I walked down to 
the beach just to check if there was a safe crossing 
point. In April, the creek looked more like a little 
river and the current made crossing a dodgy 
proposition.  I decided to wait until later in the 
spring to see if the water level was a little lower.

Later in the spring turned into mid-June before I 
recruited some friends and returned to the East 
Lake Creek.  It was a beautiful day, with a high of 
20 degrees predicted for the afternoon.  We 
parked our cars at East Lake and walked across 
Hwy 16 to the path along East Lake Creek.  A gentle breeze kept the mosquitoes at bay - there was a 
spectacular view of the sand dunes and the beach in the distance.

We walked along the trail to the beach with great anticipation, knowing we would have to cross the 
creek at some point to get to Northside beach and our destination at East Point.  Fortunately, the water 
levels were lower than they were in April and it looked like we could get across the creek right where it 
flowed into the ocean on the beach. 
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Photograph of the Quarter

Doug Hughes took this picture of a Barred Owl with a trout on the Winter River Trail. It was, by far, 
the most popular post we have had on our Facebook feed these last few months. Nice shot Doug! And 
thanks for sharing!  

A few brave souls jumped across the creek.  I only got my feet wet, but one of our group wasn't so 
lucky.  One of our friends tripped just before he jumped and landed face-first in the creek.  Only his ego 
was hurt, but the rest of our group peeled off 
their shoes and socks and waded across the 
ice-cold stream.

The 4 km walk to the lighthouse was 
wonderful.  As an added treat, we were in 
the middle of lobster season and there were 
more than 30 lobster boats hauling and 
setting their traps all around us.  It was a 
glorious sight.

About .5 km before the lighthouse, there's a 
path that leads up from the beach to the the 
parking area beside the East Point light.  We 
took this path and walked to the right around the fence beside the parking area. The path crosses 
private property, but it is used regularly by locals.  

There's no railing next to the cliff so you need to be careful.  A better solution would be stairs down to 
the beach near the lighthouse parking lot.  Hopefully that's something that will be considered when 
further improvements are made at the cafe and the lighthouse sometime in the future.

Bryson Guptill
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Trail Maintenance Update

It’s been a busy few months for our crew. In May the 
Maintenance Crew helped out the Trout River 
Environmental Committee by clearing the Devil’s 
Punchbowl Trail of trees that had fallen during last year’s 
Storm Dorion. In the same month we also cleared many 
fallen trees on the Forest Hill Trail.

In June we were clearing away deadfall at the Dromore 
Woodland Trail and we happily accepted the assistance 

of volunteers from the Pisquid River Enhancement Project.  Two visits were 
also made to the Roma at Three Rivers National Historic Site where we 

helped Roma staff re-open trails 
that had been completely 
blocked since last year’s big 
storm. 

July saw us back 
at Dromore and 
Breadalbane 
fixing stairs on 
bridges and at 

Breadalbane clearing paths of Cow Parsnip every two 
weeks. Maintenance is scheduled for Boughton River, Forest 
Hills, and Winter River in the next few weeks.

If you are walking one of our trails and notice something that 
needs attention, please report it on our website and we’ll get 
on it as soon as we can.

Brian Breneman
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Merchandise Section
We now have a merchandise section. Okay. Not really. But we do have some hats for sale. As you can 
see, they are quite attractive and by wearing one you not only look good,  but you also support the 
efforts of Island Trails. It’s a win win proposition.

We have small/medium bucket hats in blue and large/extra large bucket hats in khaki for $25. Ball 
caps, once size fits all, are available in both khaki and blue for $20.  Payment is by cash or e-transfer 
and all revenue earned is applied directly toward trail improvements and maintenance.

If you would like to purchase one (or many), contact Mike at mikesalter@live.com or leave a message 
or text at 902-330-0413. He will get back to you as soon as possible to discuss payment and delivery.



Trans Canada Trail Report  - August 2020

The newest section of the Confederation Trail from Lake Verde to Route 21 (Fort Augustus Rd) is 
progressing well. This section, called the “Short Line,”  runs from Maple Hill near Pisquid to the Lake 
Verde Junction (near the 48 Rd). It was built in 1929-30 to avoid taking heavy engines across the 
Hillsborough Bridge. Rail traffic crossed the Pisquid River near Maple Hill. In 1951 all rail traffic was 
removed from the Hillsboro Bridge and the Short Line was the only route to southern Kings County. 

Crews are currently working on the ~10km section between the 48 Road and Route 21. The fine 
gravel has been applied and rolled on the first 3 km and has been spread but unrolled on the next 3 
km. The remaining 4 km has been graded and prepared for the final layer of gravel. 

The next part of this project includes the completion of the remaining 4 km portion to Maple Hill and 
includes the rebuilding of a bridge for pedestrians and cyclists across the Pisquid River. 

Barb Trainor
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Island Trails Membership
Island Trails is a non-profit corporation that relies on people such as yourself to support the initiatives 
and maintain woodland trails. Please consider taking out a membership to help us continue our work. 

  Yearly membership rates are: Individual  $20.00 Family  $30.00
Not-for-profit Organization       $25.00
Municipal/Corporate               $100.00
Lifetime                                $200

         Donations are welcome and tax deductible!
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Triple Trail Trek

Island Trails has a new adventure 
this Fall. Join us on Saturday 
October 3rd and challenge 
yourself to hike 3 trails in one 
day. The 3 trails are all in close 
proximity and there is ample 
parking.  This is not a race and it 
will not be a timed event. 
Register a team of 4 participants, 
one being your Team Captain 
who will be the main contact and 
will be responsible for a team 
first aid kit and a cell phone. 
Registration is filling up fast so it 
is on a first come first served 
basis and participants must be 

members of Island Trails. Individual memberships are $20 and family memberships are $30. 

Please email your Team name and registration information to deveausara@gmail.com. Include the 4 
members /contact info such as email and cell phone numbers, T-shirt sizes. The t-shirts are a long 
sleeved tech shirt Authentic brand. 

As per Covid times all hikers must social distance on the trails(2m/6ft). All hikes will be one directional. 
Teams are responsible for their own food and water for the day.  Teams will be spaced at the start in 5 
minute intervals. All details will be emailed to each Team captain in late September. The fee is $20 per 
person or $80 per team.(Basically to cover the cost of the t-shirt) If you have further questions please 
call Sara at 902 969 1940. 

Annual General Meeting
Mark down the date. The Island Trails Annual General Meeting will be held at 7 pm on 30 
September, 2020 at the Emerald Community Centre, 1910 Nodd Road in Emerald.  Attendance is 
limited due to COVID-19 restrictions and all attendees are required to pre-register by emailing 
info@islandtrails.ca. Attendees are requested to wear protective masks. See you there!

mailto:deveausara@gmail.com
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Seen on the Trails - Spring - Summer 2020 


